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The life of the garden came together by the community itself where weekly wine and cheese parties are happening right
along with tomatoes and herb picking. The Rows at SoMa development was designed with energy efficiency in mind;
high-efficiency heating and cooling units and included programmable thermostat help to keep utility bills low, while
standard gallon water heaters provide an ample supply for most families. Price, High to Low. Year Built Min to Max
Designed to appeal to artistic temperaments, the Rows at SoMa offer two- and three-bedroom residences near the
cultural attractions and vibrant entertainment venues offered in the eclectic Old Market District; the community features
a centrally-located garden space and sculpture, and is close to the shopping and dining opportunities throughout
downtown Omaha and the Riverfront area. Prospective buyers looking for The Rows at SoMA homes for sale will also
be pleased to discover that these homes are energy efficient. Search in Bounds Search only mappable listings within the
map's bounds. IDX program and is for consumers' personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any purpose
other than to identify prospective properties consumers may be interested in purchasing; The information is deemed
reliable but is not guaranteed accurate. Featuring a lovely garden space, this condo community also provides residents
with an opportunity to simply relax. Residents enjoy close proximity to major Omaha employers like Creighton
University, ConAgra, and the Union Pacific Headquarters, allowing them to bike or hike to work from these
conveniently located row homes. Additionally, all exterior maintenance is included with each unit, ensuring that
residents are able to enjoy the many amenities available in the local area without worrying about maintenance. Listing
information last updated on March 8th, at 4: IDX program and is for consumers' personal, non-commercial use and may
not be used for any purpose other than to identify prospective properties consumers may be interested in purchasing; The
information is deemed reliable but is not guaranteed accurate.The Rows at Soma and The Lofts at Soma are an urban
rowhouse community in Omaha, Nebraska. These condos are located at 11th & Leavenworth in the heart of Downtown
and the Old Market. About the Rows at SoMa located in downtown Omaha, Nebraska. With You For Life. We're with
you right there at your side as your real estate advocate and friend through every stage of life and every turn you take
along the way. Find real estate in the Rows At Soma Subdivision, Omaha, Nebraska and homes for sale. Also browse for
homes for rent and condos for sale in Rows At Soma with RE/MAX Central. The Rows at SoMa is located on Mayberry
Plaza & Marcy Plaza in Omaha, NE. View available Rows at SoMa townhomes for sale with daily updates. Buy Soma
at most reasonable price. Generic and Brand Pills Online! Only Top Quality Tabs! Generic Pills Online. Cheap Soma
online sales. SoMa Rowhouses. Omaha was experiencing a critical mass of rental projects downtown but limited on for
sale product. We wanted to create an urban environment but still maintain a resemblance to close knit The row-house
concept was perfect and with rooftop decks the front porch concept was elevated 30' in the air. View every condo for
sale at the Rows at SoMa. Sort by bedrooms, bathrooms, square feet, and more. High resolution photo tour of real estate
listings at the Rows at SoMa. Order Soma Today & Get Free. Express Delivery. High quality. Order The Cheapest
Medications! Buy Soma at most reasonable price. Above are homes for sale in Rows At Soma? in Omaha NE. These
Omaha, Nebraska Rows At Soma real estate listings are updated in real time from the Great Plains Multiple Listing
Service ("MLS"), so every major broker's listings is represented. This site provides the most updated Omaha area listing
information, so make.
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